ACTIVITIES & EXCURSIONS

NATURE IS
YOUR PLAYGROUND
Get your James Bond on among the limestone isles of Phang Nga Bay
National Park that he made famous, stop for a deserted island picnic or zoom across
speedboat to snorkel the kaleidoscopic coral reefs around Phi Phi Island.
Cruise at a more leisurely pace by traditional longtail boat, visit local villages or
take on outdoor challenges like rock climbing.
The resort has partnered with the most luxurious Yacht charter company, to provide you with
epic and lavish adventures into the marine playground. Being on board one of our yachts
comes closer than most to satisfy that seductive image of cruising within a luxury yacht,
discovering remote, idyllic islands escapes where the sand is pure and white and contemplating
inspiring sunsets far away from the crowds. The resort offers private charters from a
23-foot craft up to a fully equipped 85-foot motor super yacht.

DIVING
Our dedicated team offer a whole range of PADI certified excursions to some of the finest dive sites in
South East Asia including the fabulous waters around Phi Phi Island. We cater for all divers from
beginners to the most advanced. Our team will be delighted to tailor the perfect dive for you.

PHI PHI

Journey Time: 55 minutes by speedboat
Suitable for: all levels of divers and snorkeling
Depth: 12 to 35 meters
The 100 dive sites available offer such a wide range of
dive experiences, making Phi Phi one of the premier
dive areas in South East Asia.
What to see: Turtles, barracudas, ghost pipe fish,
lion fish, scorpion fish, grouper, sea horses, black tip
reef sharks, leopard sharks, sea snakes, soft coral and
spectacular anemones.

KRABI

Journey Time: 50 minutes by speedboat
Suitable for: all levels of divers and snorkeling
Depth: 6 to 25 meters
The option of shallow protected waters makes
this an ideal area for those diving for the first time.
With over 20 dive sites there are many exciting choices
for advanced divers too. Hugely popular is the cave dive
which can take you under the entire island of Koh Talu,
or dive half way into the magical hidden lagoon.
What to see: Nudibranches, turtles, barracudas, groupers,
sea horses, black tip reef sharks, leopard sharks,
sea snakes, soft and hard coral.

KING CRUISER WRECK DIVE

Journey time: 55 minutes by speedboat
Suitable for: advanced divers only
Depth: 22 meters
Perfect for those seeking to gain wreck dive experience
for their advanced license. Situated between Phi Phi and

Shark Point, King Cruiser Wreck is one of the most popular
dive-sites in the region, The design of the
wreck makes perfect shelter and attracts large numbers
of fish and crabs.
What to see: Turtles, yellow snapper, lion fish, leopard
sharks, bamboo sharks, red tip sharks, black tip sharks,
whale sharks, barracuda and big eye trevally.

SHARK POINT DIVE

Journey time: 55 minutes by speedboat
Suitable for: all qualified divers and snorkeling
Depth: Upto 25 meters
One of the richest and most colorful dive spots in the
area, with purple and pink soft corals, fan corals, anemones,
hundreds of hard corals and so many species of tropical
fish. Leopard sharks are very common here and grow to
a length of 2 meters. They are totally approachable and
considered by many to be the cutest of sharks.
What to see: Leopard shark, black tip reef shark,
beautiful vibrant coral.

LOCAL ISLANDS

Journey time: 20 minutes
Suitable for: every level from beginner to advanced,
ideal for families and snorkeling
Depth: Upto 17 meters
In Thai we call this dive Pa Koh, which means forest of the
island. So many exciting diving sites immediately around
us. Ideal for everyone from snorkeling to all levels of scuba.
What to see: Sea horses, nemo fish, grouper, schools of
barracuda, occasional leopard and reef sharks too.

Additional bespoke custom dives are available for all levels, including absolute beginners.
Please contact E experiences-yaonoi@sixsenses.com or T +66 76 418 500 for price inquiries and bookings.

SPORT
WATERSKIING

The iconic backdrop of Phang Nga Bay combine with sheltered seas to create
possibly the finest location to waterski in Thailand. Our expert instructors are on
hand to ensure beginners too can ski across the same waters as secret agent 007.

TENNIS

Fancy a game of love - set - match? No need to bring a racket, we have your size
and plenty of bouncing balls too. Our professional instructors are available to
improve your all levels of your game.

SAILING

Feel the soft breeze on your face as you sail away across the beautiful bay towards
those magnificent limestone karsts. Our expert team will ensure beginners will
always remember the day they learnt to sail across Phang Nga Bay.

THAI KICKBOXING

Learn Muay Thai, the martial art originated in Southern Thailand. An invigorating
work out, Muay Thai will help increase agility, speed, cardio endurance and strength.

Please contact E experiences-yaonoi@sixsenses.com or
T +66 76 418 500 for price inquiries and bookings.

ADVENTURE & DISCOVERY
Cast Away 52

Experience the seduction of the Andaman Archipelago and discover remote, idyllic
island escapes where the sand is pure & white and the water warm & clear. Enjoy a
voyage through Six Senses Yao Noi’s “backyard” and admire the stunning vistas of
the renowned Phang Nga Bay or experience the sublime beauty of the North and
delight in dazzling seascapes that have remained undiscovered by most.

KAYAKING AT THA LANE

Considered by many to be one of the best locations in the world for kayaking. The
natural beauty of the mangrove combined with the dramatic karst formations and
calm waters makes Tha Lane a truly spectacular location. We love the short Longtail
Boat ride to Tha Lane.

ROCK CLIMBING

With over 100 routes, Koh Yao Noi is now the foremost rock climbing destination in
Thailand. We offer guided rock climbing days and half - days for beginners, mid-range
and advanced climbers including transportation - many routes are only accessible by
boat - and expert instruction. Highlights include the 'HD Wall', the 'Dump Wall' and
the 'Big Tree Wall'. It's an exhilarating way to experience the beauty and tranquility of
this natural paradise.

HELICOPTER RIDE

For the most sensational views of those majestic limestone rocks appearing to float on
the emerald bay, our helicopter ride is the ultimate experience, offering spectacular
aerial views of the hidden lagoons.

SIGHT SEEING AROUND KOH YAO NOI

Circumnavigate the Island of Yao Noi and take pleasure in exploring deserted islands
with fine white sandy beaches. Trek through the jungle and discover Koh Yao’s magical
“big tree”, learn about the island’s local fish farm economy and go kayaking in
Koh Ku Du’s pristine lagoon. Koh Yao Noi at its finest.

MANGROVE TRAIL

Our mangrove trail explores the rich mangrove forest adjacent to the resort. Mangrove
trees grows in the coastal area where the sea meets the land.The Mangrove provides
both a habitat for wild life and an important breeding site for a wide variety of crabs
and fish. It is essential for the sustainability of local marine life.

Please contact E experiences-yaonoi@sixsenses.com or
T +66 76 418 500 for price inquiries and bookings.

ALFRESCO FRESCO
We’ll set up a private picnic on a deserted beach and provide the perfect backdrop.

LONGTAIL EXPERIENCES
A LA CARTE ISLAND HOPPING BY THAI
TRADITIONAL LONG TAIL BOAT

Duration: 4 to 5 hours
Create the perfect longtail excursion. The surrounding
islands, offer a whole spectrum of activities and experiences
including snorkeling, kayaking, jungle adventure and beach
discovery. Discover Koh Hong with its picturesque lagoon
or simply soak up the sun on remote tranquil beaches.
Nature is your playground.

SUNRISE BREAKFAST CRUISE

Duration: 4 hours 30 minutes
Enjoy the view of sunrise-glazed archipelago while
indulging in your bespoke breakfast, whilst relaxing on
the boat or on the beach. After a stroll on Koh Yao Yai
sandbank, we will take you to Yao Noi’s famous “big tree”,
then top off the morning with a swim in Koh Ku Du’s
lagoon - just for yourself. There's no better way to explore
our wonderful island, or to appreciate the wealth of flora
and fauna in this remarkable landscape. Not to be missed.

SECLUDED ISLAND ORGANIC BARBEQUE

Duration: 3 hours
Longing about your own little paradise does not have to be
a dream anymore - let us take you to a lonely island where
your personal chef prepares a succulent dinner that you can
enjoy at sunset and under the stars. The amazing colors of
the setting sun are reflected by the Limestone Island and go
in line with the cold seafood platter. As it gets darker and
the stars are emerging, Chef Anthony’s juicy corn stuffed
organic chicken with sweet potatoes and two different kinds
of rice will enchant you. The fruit selection dessert tops off
the magic of our kitchen brigade. After taking advantage a
just a little longer of the lonely island and the full spectrum
of the star lit night sky, our longtail boat will take you back
to the resort.

SUNSET CAST AWAY COCKTAIL

Duration: 3 hours
Discover our “Sunset Cast Away Cocktail”, and let us
take you to Koh Nok where you can enjoy a cocktail of
your choice while admiring the changing colors in the sky.
Choose from three different menus paired with either white
wine, sparkling wine or Champaign and enjoy a moment of
romantic serenity all by yourselves - left alone as castaways.
Pop the Champaign with your beloved - and enjoy the
sunset over the Phang Nga Bay!

In order to create your ideal excursion, food and beverage will be à la carte, and charged separately.
Please contact E experiences-yaonoi@sixsenses.com or T +66 76 418 500 for price inquiries and bookings.
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1. KOH PHANAK

PHANG NGA

PHANG NGA
BAY
2

Perfect for adventure
Kayak, wade or walk - depending on tide - through the
spectacular Bat, Oyster and Diamond Caves, which open
out to a hidden lagoon. Or, climb the rope ladder from the
shell beach to Ice Cream Cave, and see its awe - inspiring
stalagmites. The mangrove lagoon with four - meter high
roots and 100 meter high limestone cliffs are also a must.
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2. KOH HONG (PHANG NGA)

Ideal for discovery
During low tide, kayak through a series of caves hidden
under the cliffs while enjoying the emerald sea - inside and
outside of the island. This enclosed lagoon is one of the
region’s most stunning.
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3. KHAO TAPU (JAMES BOND ISLAND)

Perfect for movie buffs
Shaped like an upside down bullet, this beautiful island
found fame in the 1974 Bond classic "The Man With The
Golden Gun". Follow in the footsteps of movie legends
Roger Moore, Christopher Lee and Britt Ekland, and
discover archvillain Scaramanga's secret lair.

4. KOH THALU

Ideal for family
Kayak the calm, protected water that runs through the
area’s biggest cave, which is adorned with an abundance of
stunning stalactites.

5. KOH PANYEE

Perfect for seeing local markets
Visit the thriving local fisherman’s market which sells
everything including arts and crafts. There’s also a school,
hospital and local football pitch - all of which float.

6. KOH ROI

Perfect for romance
If you want privacy, beauty and tranquility, head to Koh
Roi. Swim or kayak through a small opening in the rocks,
which open out into the most secluded of lagoons. Inside
the lagoon,a stretch of sand makes the ideal picnic spot.

7. KOH PAK BIA

Ideal for snorkeling
With a beautiful sandy beach and clear water, Pak Bia
is your best choice for a laid back day of sunbathing,
swimming and snorkeling.

8. KOH HONG (KRABI)

A perfect beach
Sail into the vast lagoon surrounded by huge limestone
rocks. Part of the Than Bok Khorani National Park, Koh
Hong has much to offer, including snorkeling, wild life,
nature treks. The white, sandy beach is said to be t he
finest in the area.

9. KOH NOK

Ideal for sunset cocktails and barbeques
Our signature sunset cruise takes you to Koh Nok - the
best beach for relaxation. Watch as the sun sets behind
Koh Yao Noi as we serve you chef’s very own barbeque of
locally sourced organic produce. Only suitable at low tide.

10. KOH KUDU

Perfect for a quiet swim
Unknown to most, we call it our little James Bond Island.
The secluded beach complete with driftwood swing has
a charm of its own. The calm sheltered lagoon surrounded
by the most beautiful rocks make this a truly special location.

Please contact E experiences-yaonoi@sixsenses.com or T +66 76 418 500 for price inquiries and bookings.

THE ULTIMATE
TAILORED EXPERIENCE
Total privacy. Complete freedom. Undiscovered natural beauty.
Adventure and fun. Six Senses Yao Noi’s experienced crew, with its
unrivalled local and global marine knowledge, will plan and cater
for every aspect of your trip so that you are able to enjoy
an unforgettable tailored experience.

EXCURSIONS
PHI PHI ISLAND

Phi Phi is one of the Andaman Sea’s most famous destinations. It is accessible on calm days during the winter
season on board a sports cruiser, and year-round on our larger motor yachts. Highlights of our Phi Phi cruise include
snorkeling at Secret Island and swimming in the stunning lagoon at Phi Phi Ley, with additional snorkeling at
Monkey Beach and Maya Bay. We also offer the option of a sightseeing stroll on Phi Phi Don, with its many small
streets bustling with shops.

PHANG NGA BAY

Phang Nga Bay, one of the world’s most scenic wonders featuring hundreds of magnificent limestone islands formed
over millions of years of tidal movement is the perfect setting for that dreamy day cruise. During our tour of Phang
Nga Bay a light lunch* is served, picnic-style, on the beach of a secluded island.
*Please consult with our team for picnic menus and pricing. Private barbecues can also be arranged.
Anything is possible.

KRABI

The coastline of Krabi is home to some of Thailand’s most famous sights. Visit Railay Beach with its famous fertility
cave where locals pray for their families and for the season ahead. We also cruise past Chicken Island and the deserted
sandy beach of Koh Nok in the Koh Hong Krabi archipelago. The stunning beaches and sea-mountain scenery of
Krabi are spectacular and many visitors consider the small island beaches here to be amongst the finest in the world.

KOH HONG KRABI AND PHANG NGA BAY

Koh Hong Krabi is one of the Andaman Sea’s best kept secrets, the perfect choice for avoiding crowds.
This cruise combines swimming in the lagoon at Koh Hong Krabi with sightseeing in Phang Nga Bay. There are
approximately 200 islands around the Krabi coastline that lie to the east of Phuket. Many islands are small rocky
outcrops that jut out of the sea as if erupting from the water. The crystal clear waters towards Krabi are perfect for
snorkeling. Amazing beaches and incredible caves make this trip a sure fire winner.

PHI PHI ISLAND, KRABI AND PHANG NGA BAY

Imagine extending your Six Sense experience to an overnight yacht charter in the spectacular setting of Phi Phi,
Krabi and Phang Nga Bay. During the cruise we visit all of the Andaman Sea’s most scenic cruising grounds
including Phi Phi’s majestic Maya Bay, Krabi’s famous Railay Beach and the dramatic limestone landscape of
northern Phang Nga Bay. It's a chance to enjoy some of the best diving and snorkeling in the south of Thailand,
relax on pristine, picture-perfect beaches, enjoy sunset cocktails and anchor overnight at breathtaking locations.

KOH NANG/ THAM PHRA NANG

Just around the corner from the tall stack which forms Koh Nang is the most strikingly attractive palm-fringed
bay in the region. Between Koh Nang and the beach is a spectacular coral reef of vibrant colors which is perfect for
snorkeling. Highly recommended is the famous cave at the south end of the beach with a colorful phallic shrine
inside. Lots of rocky overhangs and outcrops offer themselves for exploring.

KOH YUNG

A most private secluded island. The beautiful coral reef set in crystal clear water and abundance of tropical fish in
nature’s most amazing show of colors and design. Koh Yung is a truly special destination.
Please contact E experiences-yaonoi@sixsenses.com or T +66 76 418 500 for price inquiries and bookings.

Koh Nom Sao Noi
Koh Mak
Koh Raya Ring

KRABI

James Bond Island

Ao Luk
Koh Chong Lat

PHANG NGA
Koh Hong

PHANG NGA
BAY

Leam Taeng
Koh Batang

Koh Phanak
Koh Boi Noi

Mai Khao
Beach

Koh Yao Noi

Koh Boi Yai
Nai Yang
Beach

Koh Pak Bia
Koh Hong
Koh Naka Yai

Koh Yao Yai

Ao Por

Kamala
Beach

Koh Phae

We have chosen some of the most
spectacular destinations in the Andaman Sea region but don’t feel
limited by our selection. As this is your private cruise we would be
happy to accompany you to explore other islands in the area
and find the perfect secluded beach.

Koh Sup
Koh Nui

Koh Rung Noi

PHUKET

Koh Lipi
Koh Rung Yai
Koh Maphrao

Patong Beach

Koh Siraeh
Koh Kai Nok

Karon Beach
Shark Point

Koh Taphao Noi
Kata Beach

Ao Chalong
Koh Lon
Koh Bon
Koh Keaw

Koh Maiton

Koh Phi Phi Don

Koh Aew
Koh Coral
Koh Phi Phi Lei

Koh Racha Yai

OUR DESTINATIONS

Koh Rung Nok

Koh Naka Noi
Bang Tao
Beach

Koh Ngang

OUR FLEET
Our luxury fleet of yachts is based
in Phuket. We only use stylish premium branded
yachts and recreational boats.

MY Victory 85
Maximum capacity: 35 people
Length: 85 feet / Maximum speed: 18 knots / Cruise speed: 12 knots
The MY Victory is a 85-foot (26-meter) luxury motor yacht from the Italian shipyard Baglietto. Finished to match
world class standards, MY Victory 85 offers the same level of comfort and service of a 5-star hotel, while cruising on
the crystal clear Andaman Sea. She can accommodate 35 guests for day trips and 8 guests for overnight cruises.
MY Victory 85 is fully equipped with kayaks, a tender, scuba diving gear, snorkeling gear and game fishing equipment.

MY OLYMPIA 76
Maximum capacity: 20 people
Length: 76 feet / Maximum speed: 23 knots / Cruise speed: 20 knots
MY Olympia 76 is a 76-foot (23-meter) fly-bridge stylish motor yacht with modern lines, featuring 4 cabins with
luxurious touches from 385-tread-count bed facilities to Molton Brown.
She accommodates a total of 8 guests for overnight cruises and 20 guests for a day cruise.
MY Olympia provides a luxury 4.2-meter Tender with a 40HP Suzuki Engine allowing shallow water access in
full safety enabling guests to reach the most exotic and remote private beaches, as well as exciting afternoons of
water-skiing and wakeboarding.
Her spacious fly-bridge guarantees pleasant views of the amazing landscapes.
Elegance, refinement, comfort and a taste for the pleasures of life await you on board.

MY MAYAVEE 60

MY ZEPHYROS 58

Maximum capacity: 14 people

Maximum capacity: 14 people

Length: 60 feet / Maximum speed: 34 knots / Cruise speed: 25 knots

Length: 58 feet / Maximum speed: 30 knots / Cruise speed: 27 knots

My Mayavee 60 is a 60-foot (18.6-meter) brand new motor yacht from the renowned English family of Princess.

MY Zephyros 58 is a 58-foot (17.75-meter) high-tech luxury cruiser.

Our brand new addition, MY Mayavee is luxurious and comfortable in all conditions; she combines exceptional
sea keeping and cruising capabilities with the space to entertain in class-leading style.

Often referred as an epitome of elegance, this seductive vessel from the Windy family fulfils every expectation
technical and visual-wise.

She accommodates a total of 6 guests for overnight cruises and 14 guests for a day cruise.

Enjoy a large safe bathing platform, a wide sunbed or seating arrangement with large U-shaped sofa, a truly spacious
below-deck saloon where beautifully finished timber work and carefully chosen fabrics blend naturally together.
It features two large and sumptuous staterooms each with their own separate shower and heads compartments.
A special gadget from this beauty is a large retractable sunroof which opens in the hard-top above a superbly well
laid-out helmsman’s position with triple adjustable seats. The Zephyros accommodates up to 14 guests for a day
cruise and 4 guests for overnight trips.

MY PORTOFINO 53

Cast Away 52

Maximum capacity: 8 people

Maximum capacity: 15 people

Length: 53 feet / Maximum speed: 32 knots / Cruise speed: 25 knots

Length: 52 feet / Maximum speed: 15 knots / Cruise speed: 10 knots

MY Portofino 53 is a 53-foot (16.2-meter) luxurious fitted sport cruiser.

Cast Away 52 is a 52-foot (15.9-meter) wooden Dhow, featuring a beautifully appointed cabin, two outdoor lounge
areas plus one indoor air conditioned bar and dining area. Refinement and comfort with Six Senses style awaits you
on board this very traditional fishing boat.

Her impressive top speeds and wide cruising range are able to negotiate great distances with maximum rapidity
taking our visitors in a breathtaking and exhilarating experience to paradisiacal destinations such as the Similan or
Phi Phi Islands.
She offers plenty of room to relax within a stylish and comfortable ambiance.
MY Portofino is highly efficient and practical to run, delivering dynamic performance and exceptional maneuverability.
She can accommodate up to 8 guests during the day.

Accommodating up to 15 guests for a day cruise, passengers can explore secluded beaches and lagoons for swimming,
snorkeling and lazing in the amazing National Marine Park. Being aboard this traditional cruise vessel, comes closer
than most to satisfy that seductive image of cruising through the Andaman Archipelago, discovering remote, idyllic
Island escapes, where the sand is pure and white and the contemplation of inspiring sunsets far away from the crowds.

MY ANIS 43

N Joy 36

Maximum capacity: 8 people

Maximum capacity: 8 people

Length: 43 feet / Maximum speed: 30 knots / Cruise speed: 25 knots

Length: 36 feet / Maximum speed: 30 knots / Cruise speed: 25 knots

MY Anis 43 is a 43-foot (13-meter) Italian-built Azimut.

The Oryx Sport Cruisers combine power and performance with exceptional styling. Rigid and robust, these
elegant creations are built for luxury and comfort, with an eye for detail and a dedication to excellent workmanship.
Born from myth in the land of charm and mystery. The Oryx excels in power, endurance and beauty.

She mixes the joy of a refined lifestyle with the excitement of a sporty motor yacht and the most advanced
solutions in the boating field.
MY Anis features a large retractable sunroof over the living/saloon area which bathes the interior in light,
cleverly enhancing the feeling of space and also allowing the main cabin to be transformed into a sunny
comfortable seating area.
She accommodates 8 guests for a day cruise and 4 guests for overnight charters.
MY Anis is perfect for a day out in the water enjoying power snorkeling or diving in some of the
Andaman Sea’s most beautiful sites.

MARLIN 35

GHIBLI 28

Maximum capacity: 8 people

Maximum capacity: 6 people

Length: 35 feet / Maximum speed: 40 knots / Cruise speed: 30 knots

Length: 28 feet / Maximum speed: 40 knots / Cruise speed: 28 knots

The Marlin 350 SF is a powerful fast cruising 35-foot (10.7-meter) offshore sport fishing boat. This elegant Americanbuilt high performance center console will accommodate up to 8 guests in style for an unforgettable fun day cruising
around the islands. Also fully equiped for the serious angler she will take you fast to the game fishing grounds.
This is the ultimate day boat whether you want to cruise or fish in style in the Andaman, she can do it all.

Ghibli 28 is a 28-foot (8.45-meter) elegant sports cruiser.
She has a fit & finish that sets it apart from the competition and showcases the renowned Windy quality.
Ghibli can be considered one of the most desirable day-cruisers around the waters of the Andaman Sea.
The exceptional level of finish, both in construction and on a visual level, combines with beautiful lines and
legendary sea keeping. The seat back of the L-shaped sofa can be slid to the rear of the sunbed behind to make
a large area for lounging.
It accommodates up to 6 people. The beautifully fitted and spacious cabin uses the highest quality timber
hand-crafted by Windy’s skilled joiners. The cabin features a large double berth, separate heads, fully
equipped galley and capacious, efficient fridge.

CATCH ONE 23
Maximum capacity: 4 people
Length: 23 feet / Maximum speed: 30 knots / Cruise speed: 25 knots
Catch One 23 is a 23-foot (7.2-meter) stylish speedboat from the recognized French family of Beneteau.
This 750 Flyer gives an easy access to the pleasures of the sea and combines stylish lines with high performance.
Our professional captain and deck end service will pamper you with endless experiences in one of the most
stunning archipelagos in the world.
She accommodates up to 4 guests.
Catch One is highly functional, offering the opportunity for water sports adventures including snorkeling,
wake-boarding and water-skiing while feeling absolute freedom in the Andaman Sea.

Charter Terms & Conditions, Cancelation Policy
Our office should be notified immediately of any changes or cancelations.
Once received, the cancelation date will be on this day and the following terms will apply:
1. Less than 14 days prior to departure date—10 percent of full charter fee.
2. Less than 48 hours prior to departure date—50 percent of charter fee (booking deposit).
3. On the day of departure—100 percent of charter fee.

PRIVATE YACHT CHARTER
56 Moo 5, Tambol Koh Yao Noi, Amphur Koh Yao, Phang Nga 82160, Thailand
T +66 76 418 500 F +66 76 418 518 E experiences-yaonoi@sixsenses.com www.sixsenses.com

